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1. Introduction
What is ClearMem?
ClearMem is a cutting-edge application that does 1 thing: Clears your RAM. You simply run the
application and watch your RAM consumption drop considerably! ClearMem fully integrates with
all Steam games as well as non-Steam games and applications!

How does it work?
ClearMem examines your operating system and builds two internal lists:
(a) What is non-critical to your OS?
(b) What is critical to your OS?
ClearMem then sends specialized commands to your non-critical processes (list a) that effectively
tells the processes to "Release your physical memory used NOW". This causes these processes to
release their physical working-set memory used, commit certain amounts of data to your page-file,
and considerably frees up your available RAM.
In addition, ClearMem understands what processes are critical to your Windows OS remaining
stable (list b). ClearMem will bypass those processes, enabling them to continue to operate
normally. This is critical to enabling your OS to continue to run smoothly without any OS
slowdowns.

Minimum system requirements




OS: Windows 7 64-bit, Windows 8 64-bit, Windows 10 64-bit
Processor: Any CPU
Memory: 2 GB RAM

2. Interface

1. Engage Memory Clearing – Clicking this button will engage the Memory
Clearing and the overlay showing the progress will show up.
2. Log file – Open the logfile.txt to see the latest file generated after Memory
clearing was engaged, seeing the processes affected and the RAM cleared.
3. Run game with higher priority – This area is made specially for you to drop
any shortcut you want. It will first engage memory clearing followed by the
launching of the game/app you have dropped
4. History – Easily free RAM + Launch any game or app using history shortcuts.

3. Features
STEAM INTEGRATION

4. Feedback
Support
ClearMem is surrounded by an incredible community it also has an awesome
support forum where you can get in touch directly with the developer.
http://steamcommunity.com/app/780100/discus

Feedback
If you have any feedback, ideas or any feature you’d like to see in the future, please
don’t hesitate to let us know. You can do that either on the forum link posted above
or directly from the ClearMem website.

Review Us
Please consider writing a review!

5. Help Spread The Word
Please help us get the word out about ClearMem by posting about us on Facebook,
Twitter, your favorite forums, blogs or websites!

